We could distinguish the virtual image and real image by controlling the distance between the hologram plan to object lens in in-line holography microscope.
Introduction
Digital hologram technology is different from conventional hologram because it utilizes the CCD (Charge coupled device) to collect real-time hologram data from objects and achieve 3-dimensional hologram data numerically. Advances of CCD and computer technologies enabled many scientists and researcher around the world for over 30 years to regenerate 3-dimensional image processing. [1] In the off-axis hologram, 0-order diffraction beam, real & imaginary images are separated from each other and reconstruction is possible. However this method has the demerits of only 1/4 of CCD effective area could be used. On the other hand, in the in-line hologram, entire area of CCD could be used but 0-order real & imaginary diffraction beams are inseparable [2] Therefore, one should eliminate one of the 0-order diffraction beam and real& imaginary images to collect high signal-to-noise ratio and many approaches have been carried out for the improved hardware & software tool so far.
In this report, we have implemented 'in-line' hologram system in which imaginary image out of twin images was eliminated by geometric set-up and theoretical analysis. S* =Ses=1 S= 7 S=40 Si= X12 S=45 Fig. 2 . The twin image as a function S and S'. S': distance between the objective lens and CCD, S: distance between the image plane and CCD From figure 2, the size of virtual image depends on the distance between the object lens and hologram plane and distance between the hologram plane and image plane. We found that the virtual image size is smallest when the distance between the object lens and hologram plane is equal to back focal length of object lens. We could distinguish the virtual image and real image by controlled the distance between the hologram plane to object lens.
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